
CUSTOM / DIY
DIY Speaker Cable Tools & Supplies



High Silver Content, Lead-Free Solder Pack
A 15 foot length of the high-quality solder used by Transparent.

Crimp Banana Connectors

Sold as a set of 4 connectors, 2 red, 2 black.

HP10-2 Speaker Cable Termination Boots

Sold as a set of 2 boots

HP14-2 / 12-2 Speaker Cable Termination Boots

Sold as a set of 2 boots

Universal Spade Connectors for Soldering

Sold as a set of 4 connectors

Universal Banana Connectors for Soldering

High quality, great-sounding crimp on solderless banana connectors intended as a sleek-looking in-
field termination solution. Compatible with our 14-2, 12-2, and 10-2 boots.

These supple, glossy vinyl boots slip over the ends of a cable prior to termination, to protect it and 
lend a professional appearance.

These supple, glossy vinyl boots slip over the ends of a cable prior to termination, to protect it and 
lend a professional appearance.

This high quality gold-plated universal spade connector has been specifically designed to provide a 
good fit on Transparent DIY Speaker Cables.

High quality gold-plated banana with needle-type design that provides an extremely reliable and 
sturdy connection. This banana plug has been specifically designed to provide a good fit on 
Transparent DIY Speaker Cables.



The Wall Reference

Crimping Tool
This is the proper tool for making a reliable and robust connection between connector and cable.

Solder Termination Kits for High Performance 12-2 & 14-2 DIY Speaker Cable

Solder Termination Kits for High Performance 10-2 DIY Speaker Cable

Hakko Heat Controlled Soldering Iron
Our recommended soldering tool.

The Wall REFERENCE is a CL-approved version of Transparent REFERENCE Speaker Cable. The 
best inwall speaker cable on earth, its complex construction consists of no fewer than 18 different 
manufacturing operations with the best materials available. Quiet, dynamic, and musically 
balanced, it is capable of delivering all of the music. Designed for ultimate music and home 
entertainment systems that demand hidden installations, The Wall REFERENCE comes close to its 
true potential with The Brick REFERENCE and achieves the pinnacle of performance with The Brick 
XL. 

These kits supply all hardware and materials required to terminated one pair of speaker cables to 
Transparent's specifications. Transparent always recommends high quality, soldered speaker 
terminations with properly fitted and crimped high quality, gold plated connectors for best 
performance and reliability.
Each kit contains 8 connectors, 15 feet of High Silver Content No Lead Solder, High Performance 
Speaker Cable Termination Instructions, and 4 vinyl termination boots.

These kits supply all hardware and materials required to terminated 1 pair of speaker cables to 
Transparent's specifications. Transparent always recommends high quality, soldered speaker 
terminations with properly fitted and crimped high quality, gold plated connectors for best 
performance and reliability.
Each kit contains 8 connectors, 15 feet of High Silver Content No Lead Solder, High Performance 
Speaker Cable Termination Instructions, and 4 vinyl termination boots. Select a kit based on your 
particular needs: spade connectors at both ends; spades at one end and bananas at the other; 
bananas on both ends


